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THOUGHTFUL
ACOUSTICAL DESIGN
FOR HOSPITALS

Designing spaces for patient
comfort with targeted acoustics

CASE STUDY

“Acoustic control is a huge factor in patient
satisfaction as it really reduces the noise
levels of what otherwise could feel like a
busy, high-stress unit. Although the unit
is really bustling, at the same time it feels
like you’re the only patient there. It has a
very quiet presence and I think it’s very
satisfying for the patients.”
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Houston Methodist West Hospital was originally
completed in 2010 at a finished size of 447,000 square
feet, using CertainTeed Ceilings products throughout

– Brian Gray, Project Manager, Page Architects

the building structure. The hospital is now constructing
a new 228,000 square foot expansion to support the
needs of its patient community—particularly in the

Explosive population growth has a direct effect on

areas of women’s birthing, emergency services and

hospital design, especially when it comes to creating

surgical services. For this new project, the architects

enough flexibility to adapt to change and deliver

have once again returned to CertainTeed Ceilings to

the hospitality-like experience patients want. Harris

source the acoustical products for the new structure.

County, Texas is home to Houston and is one of the
fastest growing counties in the nation. From 2000 to

This project is a textbook example of how hospitals must

2016, the metropolitan area’s population exploded

carefully plan their expansions to not only seamlessly

from 3.4 million to 4.6 million. This swelling of new

integrate with the existing design, but to also ensure

residents combined with an aging population has

the proper balance of function, comfort and aesthetics.

placed considerable demand on the city’s hospitals to

Houston Methodist West Hospital is achieving all of these

rise up and meet the needs of a changing populace.

goals with the help of targeted acoustics.
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A Hospital Built For Growth
When acclaimed Texas-based
multidisciplinary architecture and
engineering firm Page began
its award-winning design of the
hospital’s initial structure in 2007,
planning for future expansions
was top of mind. The firm knew
that West Houston was forecast
to become the population
center by 2020, so the architect
designed the original six-story
structure to accommodate two
separate 228,000-square-foot
expansions that could take place
at a future date.
Design of the current expansion
began in 2014 and allowed for the
addition of 95 patient beds and
22 emergency rooms, as well as a
larger maternity unit and medical
imaging center. Throughout
the project, Page emphasized
not only seamlessness between
the original structure and the
expansion, but also a maintenance

of proper acoustical performance
throughout all of the patient areas.
One of the key elements of this
strategy was specifying the
same high-quality building
products as they had used in the
original structure.

positively (or negatively) patients
perceive their visit. Therefore,
Page was careful to use highperforming acoustic ceilings and
carpet throughout the corridors
and focused specifically on
acoustical treatments at all of the
nursing stations.

Page used CertainTeed Ceilings
products in the original
construction. “The acoustical
properties, visual appeal and
cleanliness were all desirable
and performed very well. We
put a high emphasis on quality

“Acoustic control is a huge factor
in patient satisfaction as it really
reduces the noise levels of what
otherwise could feel like a busy,
high-stress unit,” Gray said.
“Although the unit is really bustling,
at the same time it feels like you’re

of environment” said Brian Gray,
Principal for Page.

the only patient there. It has a very
quiet presence and I think it’s very
satisfying for the patients.”

A Partner in
Progressive Design
Houston Methodist West Hospital
prides itself in its forward-thinking,
hospitality-like design—especially
from an acoustical perspective.
They believe controlling noise
levels is a key factor in how

Achieving this type of result
requires an openness to
discussing challenges and
finding solutions, which is how
CertainTeed Ceilings likes to
do business. Our professionals
advised the firm on the best
materials for the different hospital
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spaces based on intended use,
aesthetic requirements, desired
finish, durability concerns and
acoustical performance. Matt
Walker, the CertainTeed Sales
Representative during the
project, explained how Page
was able to effectively combine
different acoustical products
while still achieving a seamless
finish for Houston Methodist
West Hospital.
“You can combine different
products in the same
space and achieve different
acoustical performance,
depending on what you’re
trying to do,” said Walker. “The
architect chose to use a lot of
Symphony® m, which you can
combine with Symphony® f
or Adagio™ products as they

all have the same, coordinating
smooth finish.”
In essence, what Page did was
use a combination of products
to achieve a cohesive finish with
varying acoustical properties. This
type of targeted acoustical design
allowed them to achieve different
sound control goals without having
to compromise on aesthetics.

Creating a Targeted Design
In patient areas, Page selected
Symphony m, a sound-blocking
mineral fiber, and Symphony f, a
fiberglass panel ideal for sound
absorption. For lobby areas
and open spaces, they selected
Ecophon® Focus™ Dg (with a
semi-concealed design) to help
with sound absorption while

still creating a high-end, visually
pleasing aesthetic. Each of these
areas had different acoustical
needs, but many of them required
the same finish and a continuity
of design.
“I think this is where CertainTeed
Ceilings has really excelled in
providing products that are
targeted specifically to the
individual needs of the spaces,”
said Walker. “Symphony proved
to be a superior product line
for patient spaces, as you can
combine the different products in
the same space because they all
have the same finish. Focus Dg is
a high-density fiberglass panel,
so it has a high noise reduction
coefficient (NRC), which makes
it ideal for an area where a lot of
people sit and congregate.”

PROJECT
Houston Methodist
West Hospital
LOCATION
Houston, TX
SIZE
470,000 square feet
PRODUCTS
Symphony® m
Symphony® f
Ecophon® Focus™ Dg
ARCHITECT
Page
PHOTOGRAPHER
Geoffrey Lyon
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Page used both 2’x2’ and 4’x4’
panels throughout the hospital,
which made the finished spaces
look custom and unique. The
designers were therefore not only
able to create an aesthetically
pleasing finish that fulfilled their
vision, but they were also able
to mix and match tile based
on a space’s unique acoustical
requirements without any visual
change in appearance.

From Healthcare
to Hospitality
The Houston Methodist West
Hospital expansion is the perfect
merging of design and function,
with the new building created
as a fresher, highly functional
extension that feels like a natural
offshoot of the original building.
Brian Gray of Page commends
CertainTeed Ceilings on its role
in helping to remove the sterility
that is inherent in many traditional
healthcare facility designs.
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“CertainTeed really pushes the
envelope of healthcare design by
giving it a high quality aesthetic
that deviates from some of the
healthcare projects we have seen
in the past,” Gray said. “It is really
moving hospital design forward
into hospitality, where we help
make the patient and family feel

“It is really moving
hospital design forward
into hospitality, where
we help make the
patient and family feel
comfortable. I think the
acoustic ceilings have a
lot to do with that, not
only in their style but also
in their performance.”
– Brian Gray, Project Manager,
Page Architects

Learn more about the design benefits of Targeted
Acoustics at CertainTeed.com/TargetedAcoustics

comfortable. I think the acoustic
ceilings have a lot to do with that,
not only in their style but also in
their performance.”
In both the initial building design
and in this expansion, Page has
received many positive reviews
for the comforting environment
they have created within the
hospital. This is especially
important to them because the
Houston Methodist system is one
of the top hospital systems in
the nation, from both a patientsatisfaction perspective and an
employment perspective.
“We get compliments from
everybody – patients, staff and
visitors – every time we visit,
because it’s a place where they
feel very comfortable “Gray said.
“And that’s not always something
that can be said about a hospital.
We take some pride in being able
to deliver a project that provides
that level of comfort.”
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